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Foreword...

Barclays is once again proud to partner with i-FM for the
2021 version of the Facilities Management Business
Confidence Index. The last 12 months have highlighted
the importance of the sector to the UK, and it was
important to us to produce the 2021 version of the BCI

“The UK economy is going through a
period of rapid change and the ability of

despite the risk the results would continue to be an

the

output of the uncertainty created by the pandemic and

environment

the fluid situation in terms of government lockdowns.
In the 24 months since our last survey was published

FM

change,

industry

to

that

technology

adapt

embraces
and

to

an

climate
economic

recovery will shape our future.

we have seen a sizable shift, particularly in the office
environment, in how FM will operate in the future and
the results and responses below clearly reflect this.

I am extremely confident that the FM

In addition, we have seen the trade and cooperation

industry will rise to the challenge and be a

agreement signed between the UK and the EU, rising

force for change in the economy of

demand for innovation by service users and the
continued growth in importance of the workplace and

tomorrow.”

wellbeing agenda, all of which are also key themes in
the sentiments of our respondents.
As with many sectors, the next 12 months promise to

David Carr, CEO,
Bouygues Energies & Services

continue to provide significant opportunities and
challenges for the FM sector, and it is our expectation
its resilience and adaptability will continue to be
essential to support UK PLC.

Terry Myatt, Director,
Property Services Coverage, Barclays Corporate
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Introduction
The FM Business Confidence Index survey, produced by i-FM in association with Barclays, is designed
to test frontline market views across this complex and sometimes confusing sector.
The 2021 survey extends a research series first launched nearly 10 years ago.
But what a difference a single year can make. Since 2016, these annual reports have noted the impact
of uncertainty on market confidence in recent years. But all that was pushed into the shadows by the
arrival of the Covid-19 pandemic in 2020, which of course brought its own particular uncertainties - as
well as some new opportunities.
This year’s FM Business Confidence Index shows that overall confidence levels are pushing back
towards the highs we recorded early in March last year - prior to the implications of Covid becoming
clear and lockdown being implemented. We haven’t previously released the 2020 figures which are
pre-covid-19, as the optimism being expressed was hardly consistent with the subsequent lockdown
and the uncertainty and anxiety increasingly being felt by so many up and down the country.
A 2020 report would have described the continuing resilience of the sector, which early in the year was
looking stronger than the UK economy as a whole. A number of key FM providers were on ‘transformative journeys’ with the aim of more clearly defining their propositions and targeting the best and
most appropriate business opportunities. No one knew the impact and challenges that were just ahead.
2021’s results show a move back towards the optimism of 2020, though with the challenge and pain
of the intervening 12 months clear in some instances, too. But we see this only as comparatively small
indicators – everyone in the industry knows what it has been through: the good and the bad, the gains
and the losses, including in too many cases the sad loss of life. There has certainly never been a
year like it in living memory; the industry, the market and perhaps the country itself is forever changed.
While it is reassuring that the sentiments recorded in this research are back firmly on the positive side,
we know there is still much more change to come – in all aspects of work and the workplace for one
thing – and that means many more challenges and opportunities for FM. Throughout the pandemic
period the spotlight has been on the discipline (and the industry) as never before. And that is a good
thing, as it opens the door to more effective communication of the vital role facilities management plays
in the lives of people, communities and the country as a whole.
David Emanuel, Managing Director, www.i-FM.net
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Assessing
the market...
In common with past surveys in this series, we opened
with a number of basic questions designed to gauge
opinion on the state of the UK FM market.
The results indicate that optimism is the prevalent mood
in the marketplace in spite of the challenges of 2020 and
the ongoing impact of the pandemic. Over three-quarters (78%) of 2021 respondents rate the current facilities
management business environment as at least
satisfactory, with 56% rating it positive or very positive.
The comparable figures from the unpublished 2020
research were 90% at least satisfactory and 60% positive
or very positive - notably high even in the context of a generally rising trend in recent years. And of course, this proved
to be unjustifiably high as it turned out. Our unpublished research also found only 5% of respondents rated market
conditions as poor, with none extending to very poor.
However, in 2021 this figure increased to 22%, with an even
split between poor and very poor, indicating the ongoing
challenges some in the FM community are facing.
How do you rate the current facilities management
business environment?

Poor 11%

Very Positive 13%

Very Poor
11%

Positive
43%

Satisfactory
22%

Asked about the reasons for their views, the majority of
survey participants offered comment. These views vary
- the comments below highlight some of the reasons
why:
• Too much uncertainty about the future due to the
Covid-19 situation.
• The uncertainty factor. Office-based workspaces are
likely to reduce. Maybe. The ancillary services around
them will be affected. Maybe.
• There is definitely caution within businesses, due primarily
to cash flow and uncertainty around buildings re-opening,
especially many commercial and retail establishments.
• Threat of recession looms, rise in vacant properties,
change in office practices to more permanently working
away from centralised working hubs.
• Overall, it's in the middle. It's going well for some firms
and some sectors. Others are really struggling.
• We have suffered as a sector very seriously from the
pandemic, with staff being put under tremendous pressure or where they have been furloughed. However, the
public at large have finally appreciated the tremendous
work that the sector does in keeping the country running. Also, the government and businesses that employ
the sector realise that to keep open they must trust more
in their contractors. This should translate to a vibrancy
and confidence in the sector.
• We can see a roadmap out of Covid. Whilst a few
service lines have been hit, planning can now fully form
for these to align with UK needs. There has also been a
lot of opportunity for innovation, upselling and adaptation which I think is positive and has evolved the industry
more than what was expected.
i-FM Business Confidence Index 2021
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• Covid has supported the need for increased soft services and the realisation of the importance cleaning and
security.
• Covid has made people appreciate the role of FM.
Also, they are looking to us to shape the future.
• A decline in procurement activity in 2020 has created
a bubble in mid-late 2021 and into 2022 - particularly in
the corporate sectors. Reduced levels of competition for
larger opportunities (due to Mitie’s acquisition of
Interserve) have actually created a void which is being
filled by many 'new' players and clients are actively
seeking out those companies that are coming to the
market with new and interesting twists on the service
delivery model.
The responses to our follow-up questioning, shown in
the charts below, indicate a good degree of optimism for
the next 12 months – as well as the predictable hit taken
over the past 12 months.

less than a fifth (18%) saw it as worse (slightly or much).
In 2021, illustrated below, the reverse is striking: well
under a third report improved trading, with 46% saying
trading was worse. Interestingly, the ‘about the same’
proportions are about the same across the two years,
26% in 2021 and 25% in 2020.
The UK economy is going through a period of rapid
change and the ability of the FM industry to adapt to an
environment that embraces climate change, technology
and economic recovery will shape our future.
But, as we saw in the responses to question 1, cautious
optimism appears to be winning for 2021. Asked about
prospects for the coming 12 months, 67% of the respondent group expect trading at their organisation to be
improved. This is significantly greater than the generally
positive opinions we collected last year, when just over
47% were expecting trading to improve (a figure that
perhaps reveals some misgivings beginning to creep in
early in 2020 as the pandemic began to look like it might
become a significant issue).

For 2020 respondents, looking back over the previous
year, the weight of opinion was on the positive side at
that point. Just over two-thirds (67%) reported trading
improved (much or slightly) compared to 2019, where

How did the last 12 months trading at your organisation compare to the year before, and what is the
expection for the coming 12 months?

Much Improved 9%
Much Worse
21%

Slightly
Worse 6%

Slightly
Improved 19%

Much Worse
4%

Much Improved
22%

About the
same 23%

Slightly
Worse 25%

Last 12 months
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About the
same 26%

Next 12 months

Slightly
Improved 45%

Through straw polls carried out at the annual Workplace
Futures conference held in February 2021, we were
able to gain an additional perspective on how FMs are
viewing market conditions. In one poll, for example, we
asked the 350+ conference delegates about their sense
to 2020. The poll produced the following results:

“The FM market will continue to be flat
in the first six months and thereafter
pick up as the world returns to some
sense of normality. The office world has
now doubtless changed for good - we will
see a greater split of home and office

Less confident 5.5%
More Confident
46.5%

Still too
uncertain
16%

working but I don’t see a complete swing
one way or another. This effect will drive
the need for less office space, but probably of a higher quality that is able to
respond to the net-zero agenda, together
with smarter and more flexible shared

About the
same
32%

work

environments

with

first-class

connectivity and technology.
In a second question, we asked delegates if they expect
the FM market to respond: grow, shrink or remain about
the same.

The demand for the traditional FM
services will be largely unchanged, but
volumes may be slightly suppressed. The

Shrink
15%

contract service backdrop will continue
Remain about
the same
33%

to see the current trend of consolidation
and this may just lead to the big getting
bigger as entrepreneurs struggle to find

Grow 52%

the opportunities or funding to get going
and establish the necessary traction.”

Jeremy Waud, Chairman,
Incentive FM Group
Though these questions were asked early in the year Workplace Futures took place on 23 February - the weight
of opinion is in line with this year’s survey results: the FM
industry is broadly confident in the business environment
and generally optimistic about growth prospects.

i-FM Business Confidence Index 2021
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Planning
ahead...
With the basic picture of broad optimism established,
we moved on to ask about key issues for the near-term.
To provide a complementary check on confidence in the
marketplace, we asked about workforce planning. Given
what the industry has been through over the past 12
months, it is encouraging that more than half (56%) of
the current group expect their organisations to maintain
current job numbers, with another 31% expecting those
numbers to increase.
Over the next 12 months do you plan to increase,
maintain or decrease your workforce?

What are the biggest skills shortages in your
business?
Other 8%

Admin 4%

Professionals
27%

Skilled
Trades
44%

Sales 17%

Decrease 13%

Increase
31%
Maintain
56%

Perhaps not surprisingly, those expectations are notably
reduced on the 2020 view, when the proportion of
respondents expecting to see a growing workforce was
54%. In addition the number expecting a decrease in
the workforce was just 4%, a figure that has tripled in
2021.
Finding the right people remains a challenge, notably
for skilled trades and managerial jobs.
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Skills shortage is a chronic complaint in this industry.
Though quite possibly exacerbated over the past 12
months, difficulty in finding job candidates with key skills
has been a concern expressed in our FM surveys for
many years.
As an additional indicator of the impact on business the
pandemic has had, specifically in terms of workforce
planning, we went on to ask which government support
programmes organisations had turned to during the
pandemic period. The overwhelming response was the
Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme, or furlough, with
three-quarters of respondents citing the implementation
of this – clearly a critical ‘prop’ for the industry over the
past year.
Turning to business objectives for the coming year, the
survey found a notable uplift in the number of respondents reporting their corporate sights fixed on growth,
with 64% looking for a moderate uplift in revenue. This
has the feel of a ‘bouncing back’ objective, being even
higher than the 2020 optimism figure of 52%.

This question also may reveal a certain amount of
caution: the ambition for rapid growth, cited by 17% of
the 2020 group, is only a target for 9% this year. In
addition, the figure for acquisition is down significantly
(14% in 2020), with the figure for sell/downsize/consolidate/close up somewhat from 2% last year. These
particular figures may reflect the make-up of our respondent group this year. There has certainly been notable
M&A activity in facilities management in recent months:
it is clear that some companies are in the market to buy.

“The global pandemic has highlighted
the importance of harnessing an agile,
flexible and adaptable approach to service delivery. This is fundamental as we
experience more widespread change and
work towards the new post-pandemic

Objectives for the coming 12 months are set out in the
chart below.

landscape.

What are your business's main objectives for the
next 12 months?

Overall, the pandemic has presented

Acquisition 1%

Sell / Downsize 4%

both challenges and opportunities for
FM. It has given us the platform to
sharpen our offering and showcase our

Grow Rapidly 9%

worth. It’s now time to reimagine the
future of FM.”
Maintain
22%

Daniel Dickson, CEO UK & Ireland,
Atalian Servest
Grow
Moderately 64%

i-FM Business Confidence Index 2021
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The Brexit
effect...
Brexit has been a feature of these surveys since the
referendum of 2016, mainly making itself felt through the
uncertainty associated with what the transition would
actually look like and what that might mean for the UK
economy and specifically for the FM market. The exit
process has, of course, moved on significantly, though
its implications continue to emerge. As in previous surveys, we asked respondents for their current views on
the anticipated effects of Brexit on businesses within FM.
What impact do you think Brexit will have on the
following within your business:

Capital Investment

Negative
16%
Very
Negative 6%

No Impact
54%

Positive
19%

Hiring

Very Positive
5%

No Impact
45%

Negative
40%

Turnover
Very Positive Positive Very Negative
1% 8%
6%

Negative
16%
y
Ver ative
Neg
5%

In each case, ‘no impact’ is the predominant view.
Looking back over past surveys post the referendum, the
broad trend of opinion has been away from the extremes
of the positive/negative spectrum and towards the middle
ground. This suggests a lessening of the uncertainties
around the Brexit process and its effects, noted in our
recent reports, in turn contributing to some extent (directly
or indirectly) to more optimistic market views. However,
Brexit remains ‘a work in progress’, and it will only be over
the course of time that companies will be able to look
back and assess any real impacts on their trading.
10 i-FM Business Confidence Index 2021

No Impact
55%
Positive
18%

Very Positive
6%

The other big event on the political stage in 2020 was
the US election. We checked up on opinions around
this, too.

“Covid-19 and the UK’s exit from the
EU have created incredible strain and
uncertainty throughout society and
across most business sectors, including

What impact, if any, do you think the outcome of the
2020 US presidential election will have on the FM
market within the UK?

facilities management.

We cannot, however, allow these factors
No Idea 55%

High Impact 3%

– critical as they are – to distract us from
Some
Impact 19%

challenges such as the global threat of
climate change and the work we all have
ahead of us to continue to actively

Low
Impact 63%

reduce the impact the services we
provide have on the environment.

We are uniquely placed as an industry to
lead the way on initiatives that reduce,
recover and repurpose in order to cut
carbon, not just for us but also in partnership with our clients and supply chain. ”

Sean Haley, CEO, Sodexo UK & Ireland

i-FM Business Confidence Index 2021
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Tech, FM &
Workplace
The subject of technology, where it’s headed and what
it offers, features in virtually every conversation about
facilities management these days. That is no doubt as
it should be; but we wanted to find out more about plans
at our respondents’ organisations.

Will office occupancy ever return to pre-2020 levels?
Don’t Know 6%
Yes 11%

Our recent surveys have shown – not surprisingly – that
the great majority of FMs believe investing in technology
is important to the success of their business. So, where
will investment be made? The answers for 2021 reflect
the core operations of facilities management:

No 83%

• 42% cited measuring & reporting tools
• 30% said service delivery, and
• 20% said CRM and communications.

Interestingly, the first two – measuring & reporting and
service delivery – have vied for top priority in recent
years. Both have clear importance, and priority, for
businesses, in contrast to CRM and communications
which has consistently fallen into third place.
Also interesting, and presumably a sign of ongoing
pressures for some business, this year 8% of respondents reported there would be no new investment within
their organisation. That figure, though low, suggests
some firms are focused more on stability than growth
and development.
Through straw polls of delegates at February’s
Workplace Futures conference we also picked up on
current issues for FMs including views on the
much-discussed future of the office and occupancy
levels looking forward over the coming years.

12 i-FM Business Confidence Index 2021

“I do not think FM does technology
particularly well - we certainly talk
about it a lot. I think we need to realise
quickly what our customers want from
our tech and what our employees need
to deliver the service. I believe AI will
have a material impact, especially
around training and fault-finding, but
we need to get the basics right before we
jump onto another new buzzword.”

Antony Law, Managing Director London, Churchill Group

The Business Confidence Index survey invited
comments from respondents around these issues, and
those below are typical of the many received:
• Covid has pushed new working patterns up the
agenda. We have seen that people can adopt new technology much quicker than they thought. Hybrid working
is here to stay. What that means for the workplace - it's
too early to tell. Less space, differently configured and
much higher quality.
• Companies will in general incorporate a balance of
working from home and from an office environment as
many businesses have thrived through the pandemic
and will not want to return to high employee expenses
and office costs. Workplaces will shrink in number of
places but will have to evolve to make them attractive
for staff to visit and will need to allow more collaborative
working environments to mean people can work more
effectively together.
• Full-time office presence will no longer be the way the
majority work. Increase moved to split working life
between home and the office. There has been some
negativity around extended WFH but a lot of this will
fade once it is not being enforced.

reduce real estate. This will be longer term as it can only
be carried out in conjunction as lease breaks and renewals come up. Additionally, the acceptance that
certain administrative roles can be completed remotely
from the working office will provide additional emphasis
to off-shore resourcing, with many admin / data / finance
roles moving to low-cost economies.
In our Workplace Futures polls we also asked conference delegates about some specific issues related to
the eventual return to the workplace once blanket lockdown-type restrictions can be lifted.
Do we need to re-configure corporate offices to
make them work better?
• Yes, massive change required

54%

• Yes, some adjustment required

42%

• No, just better management

4%

And with that ‘return to normal theme’ in mind (whatever
form ‘normal’ may take for individual organisations postpandemic), we asked –
What will FM be best known for in 2021?

• I believe that when society is able to return to work
there will be a mass return as so many people have
missed the interpersonal interaction for the last year this may last up to 6 months and then there will be a rebalance when companies and their employees settle
into a proper new normal where there is an expectation
and an acceptance that employees are able to work
remotely (home) for part of their time and use
workspace for the remainder.
• Increased dependency on technology, more home
working, reduced office space required. The successful
companies will be those that are flexible and adapt to
the new conditions.
• While there is clear evidence that the initial positivity
of employees of the concept of working from home has
begun to diminish, employers are very aware of the cost
benefits from the reduction in potential real estate
needed to support and sustain organisations. This will
result in a long-term structural change as organisations

• Getting the workforce back to the office

40%

• Hygiene & safety

28%

• Digital transformation of workplace

16%

• Reduce the size of CRE portfolios

6%

• Sustainability & energy management

5%

• Employee productivity & efficiency

5%

The results were not as evenly spread as we imagined
they might be (though one could argue the first encompasses elements of the other five).
In any case, FMs are clearly anticipating a busy future
in which the facilities management discipline will play a
critical role.

i-FM Business Confidence Index 2021
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Our
respondents

This survey drew a broad range of respondents from across the industry and across the UK. About
three-quarters of the group work for FM service providers, mainly at senior level: over two-thirds are
senior management with another fifth in middle management.
Interestingly, when asked about their own plans for the future – specifically changing jobs this year –
the group split evenly between the three options: yes, no and not sure. In the recent past there has
been more stability evident here. For example, last year almost 70% of respondents said they were
not planning to change in the near future, up from slightly over 63% in 2019. So it seems 2021 may
be a period of change for many people, on this front as well as others.

14 i-FM Business Confidence Index 2021

Summing
up...
The headline result emerging from the 2021 FM
Business Confidence Index is that confidence levels
across the industry are on the rise, despite the battering

“When finally it emerges from the
crucible of Covid-19 and the associated

taken by the facilities management market and the

economic crisis, the commercial real es-

country as a whole in these pandemic-hit times.

tate sector will look very different from
when it entered. Setting aside the struc-

Well over 50% of respondents rate the current UK FM

tural changes to demand we are seeing,

business climate as positive, and almost 80% see it as

our perception of buildings, their use,

at least satisfactory. The great majority are targeting

location and what constitutes value will

business growth over the course of 2021. Over half

be profoundly changed.

expect to see current headcount maintained, and almost
a third are anticipating growth in their workforce.
Assessing the performance of buildings
There are concerns, of course. Numbers rating the cur-

will be even more vital for businesses,

rent business environment as poor or worse are up

and how this is judged has changed for

significantly over our unpublished 2020 figures – but

good. Issues such as sustainability,

given the conditions over the past 12 months that can-

mental health and employee wellbeing

not be much of a surprise. The more common feeling

are more relevant than ever before,

that things are improving is being spurred along by the

while the experience a building delivers

success of the UK vaccination programme and by the
continued discussion of opening up after lockdown
(though the how and the when, in addition to what this
will actually look like, remain unclear). Moreover, some

and the value it adds for its users will be
at

the

forefront

of

professionals’

decision-making.

lingering concerns engendered by the uncertainty
around Brexit have faded.

FM has proven to be flexible and innovative, what it needs to do now is lead the

Summing up, the FM community is broadly optimistic,

change to our digital, user-led future. ”

though caution remains a watchword for the industry,
the country and much of the world. Overall, facilities

Paul Bagust, Head of Property

management appears to be in good shape, ready to

Standards, Royal Institution of

continue rising to challenges and seizing opportunities

Chartered Surveyors

for further growth and development.

i-FM Business Confidence Index 2021
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Appendix:
5 Year Trends
Looking at the trends across three leading indicators over the past five years confirms the view that many within
the industry hold: UK facilities management is a broadly optimistic sector even while the market is being shaped to
some extent by wider factors. The decline in confidence in the business environment seen in the period 2017 –
2019, a time of some political and economic uncertainty in the country, is mirrored in the most recent two years,
which of course brought us into the pandemic period. Yet throughout the five years there is a rising belief that ‘better
times are coming’; and even where this belief is not quite shared, there is significant confidence that the sector will
hold its own with conditions remaining about the same. The complementary trend to this broad optimism is seen
in the poor/worse/decrease measures in the charts below, where percentages rarely rise about the mid-teens.
External sources, of course, such as market research and annual business reports – looked at over the five-year
period (and indeed longer) - tend to reinforce the view that confidence in the UK facilities management sector overall
is generally well placed.

How do you rate the current facilities management business environment?
70%
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Barclays

i-FM is the award-winning web-based
news and information service
catering to the needs of the facilities
management community.

For over fifteen years, Barclays has
been at the forefront in providing
support, funding and guidance to the
facilities management sector.

With a reputation for top-quality news,
features, comment and research, we
have grown and developed with the
industry – always maintaining our
distinctive focus on the FM
marketplace.

Working with our team of dedicated
Business and Professional Services
Directors, you can be confident that you
will always have access to the right
specialists, perfectly placed to understand your business and connect you to
the expertise you need.

Updated every business day, the site
delivers a unique service –
easily accessible, fully searchable
and highly topical.
To find out how we can help empower
your business with market information
and insight, contact David Emanuel,
Managing Director i-FM.net
+44 (0)7768 765 967
david@i-fm.net
@ifmnet
www.i-fm.net

We recognise that the FM sector is
diverse, and that the businesses within
it have different needs. Through the
strategic support of our Relationship
Directors and the in-depth knowledge of
our dedicated credit team, we can
provide access to finance from across
the Barclays Group to meet your
business requirements.
To find out how we can help your
business succeed, contact: Terry Myatt,
Director, Property Services Coverage,
Barclays Corporate.
+44 (0)7917 504207
terry.myatt@barclays.com
www.barclayscorporate.com

